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INTRODUCTION
Antennas can be regarded as the eyes, ears and
mouth
h off an EW (Electronic
(El
i W
Warfare)
f ) system
Built in-house or bought as components
Performance of the antenna measured under “ideal”
ideal
free space conditions.
When antennas are mounted on platforms the ideal
patterns are disturbed
disturbed.
Platform can induce pattern ripples caused by
reflections, diffractions, shadowing and unequal
f
f V and
d H polarizations,
l i ti
t
performance
for
etc.
In the past full scale or scale model measurements
yp
y made to determine p
performance of the
were typically
installed antennas.

INTRODUCTION
The increase in computational power and EM
methods make possible the use of electromagnetic
simulation
Complete platform can be modelled with
electromagnetic simulation
Simulation can be used to determine optimal location
on platform
Simulation can be used to generate calibration tables
for DF
Electromagnetic simulation can therefore be very
beneficial to the design of EW systems by reducing
development time, risk and the associated costs.

BACKGROUND:
Scale model measurements
If the linear dimensions are decreased by n, the frequency
must be
b iincreased
db
by the
h ffactor n
For example if we work with a 1:25 scale, a scaled
p
at 100 MHz full scale must be
antenna that operate
measured at 2.5 GHz
For high frequencies it quickly becomes impossible to use
scale models, e.g. 10 GHz becomes 250 GHz…
Scale model must be physically and electrically identical to
the full scale item.

BACKGROUND:
Scale model measurements: Interferometer DF and blade
antenna placement, Boeing 707
Initial studies done on basic scaled and full scale models
(cylinder with end caps)
Complete Boeing 707 model constructed in aluminum with
builders kit (1:25 scale) as reference

BACKGROUND:

Maxwell’s equations

Electromagnetic simulation
Info from FEKO website (http://www.feko.info/)

Maxwell

BACKGROUND:
Electromagnetic simulation: FEKO Example of
antenna placement and RCS
Info from FEKO website (http://www
(http://www.feko.info/)
feko info/)
Carbon fibre
panels

RCS reduction

Antenna placement

Comparison between
various methods

ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION:
Interferometer DF and Blade Antenna Placement, Boeing 707
Need to verify accuracy of electromagnetic modeling
using various techniques.
Accuracy of patterns (amplitude and phase) depend on
modeling technique and detail of aircraft mechanical
outline.
Computational resources is an important consideration

CAD model of body of aircraft

Freq: 248 MHz
Triangles 38 000
RAM 0.99 GB

F
Freq:
496 MH
MHz
Triangles: 183 000
RAM: 3.93 GB

Numerical model representation
with thousands off triangles

VALIDATION OF MODEL:
Yaw (azimuth) plane pattern, Top mounted
496 MHz (scaled frequency = 12.4 GHz)
Asymmetry

Gain,
approximately 1 dB

FEKO simulation

Gain in simulation
approximately 2 dB.

Shadowing and
diffraction of
engines
Diffraction from
stabilizers more
pronounced at
shallow depression
angles
M
Measurements
t on scale
l model
d l

Shadowing due to vertical stabilizer and body of aircraft,
more pronounced at deeper depression angles

VALIDATION OF MODEL:
Pitch plane pattern, top mounted
496 MHz (scaled frequency = 12.4 GHz)
FEKO simulation
Smooth
Ripple

Curved

Flat

Measurements on scale model

VALIDATION OF MODEL:
Pitch plane pattern, top mounted
496 MHz (scaled frequency = 12.4 GHz)

Smooth windshield

Flat windshield

VALIDATION OF MODEL:
Roll plane pattern, top mounted
496 MHz (scaled frequency = 12.4 GHz)
Assymetry

M
Measurements
t on scale
l model
d l

Perfect null,
perfect symmetry
in model

FEKO simulation

VALIDATION OF MODEL:
Yaw (azimuth) plane pattern, bottom mounted
496 MHz (scaled frequency = 12.4 GHz)
Measurements on scale model

FEKO simulation

Diffraction from
engines and
wingtips

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
C130
Freq: 500 MHz, Triangles: 117 000, RAM 2.23 GB

Mounted just below nose

Mounted on belly

M
Mounted
t d on wingtip
i ti

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
Saab 2000

Freq: 500 MHz, Triangles: 91 000, RAM 1.21 GB

Mounted just below nose

Mounted just below nose

Accurate
antenna

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
More nice models
Typical pattern

Gripen model: Blade on spine at 250 MHz

(EL)

Triangles: 36 000
000, RAM 0
0.98
98 GB

Typical pattern
(AZ)
Typical pattern
(AZ)

Current distribution at 250 MHz

Hawk model: DF array simulated at 2 GHz, bottom below
canopy, Triangles: 170 000, RAM 4 GB
Current distribution at 2 GHz, bottom (left),
top (right)

DF array

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
L-band and VHF array on aircraft: Introduction

Blade portfolio

Customer required: L-band antenna array, VHF antennas
Existing VHF blades in our portfolio sold to customer
Developed prototype L-Band array and sent to customer
As component supplier we only knew requirements of
antennas as components, no knowledge of installation or
application.
Prototype : L- Band array
FEKO model

Comparison measured vs simulated results in FEKO
S21 (coupling between ports)

VSWR

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
L-band and VHF array on aircraft: Problem
VHF antennas and L-band antenna array used in Watson
Watt DF on aircraft
DF bearing errors in L-Band array aft of the aircraft
Wh t is
What
i the
th cause ? Always
Al
blame
bl
the
th antenna
t
first…
fi t
Is the prototype L-Band antenna electrically equivalent
to the delivered antennas installed on the aircraft?
Then look at the installation!

VHF DF
array

Aft bearing
errors

L-Band
antenna

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
L-band and VHF array on aircraft: Problem (FEKO)
The L-band array was simulated with and without the VHF
array in FEKO
Large ripples in magnitude and phase patterns that differs
depending on the antenna port evaluated
evaluated.
This is the cause of the DF problems
FEKO model: LL
Band array only

FEKO model:
L-Band array
and VHF
array

Amplitude comparison: with
and without VHF array
(Azimuth)
Phase comparison: with and
without VHF array (Azimuth)

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
L-band and VHF array on aircraft: Solution
L-band array tested without VHF array, no accuracy
problems
Solution is to shift one of the arrays to a better spot (which
can be determined with EM simulation) or make smaller
VHF blades and put L-band array on pedestal
Moral of story: Ask antenna/EM experts to help on system
level design of EW systems (placement studies ect.)
Possible solution

VHF blades removed for test

ANTENNA PLACEMENT STUDIES:
Example in literature
Info from Electromagnetic performance of Direction- finding antennas modelled on aircraft using
computational
t ti
l electromagnetic
l t
ti techniques
t h i
b T
by
T. F.
F Holzer
H l
from
f
Northrop
N th
Grumman
G
Mission
Mi i
Systems published in the Technology Review Journal, 2007
Improvement of
numerical model

Scale model
measurements

Generic aircraft model to test placement

Excellent comparison between
simulation and measurement

DIRECTION FINDING:
Amplitude Comparison: Introduction
For wideband instantaneous frequency
coverage the spiral antenna are the
preferred element.
A basic amplitude comparison DF system comprises several
antennas installed at fixed angles relative to each other.
A schematic of a four channel system is shown where the
angle of arrival is measured as a function of the dB
difference between two patterns.
Bearing accuracy is a function of the antennas and the rest
of the RF chain from the antennas to the receivers. It is
relatively easy to calibrate the RF chain as a closed loop
To calibrate the antennas large amounts of measured
pattern data is necessary preferably in the installed
configuration
fi
ti

AOA RMS error in typical amplitude comparison sytem with 5 antennas
4.5
4

DIRECTION FINDING:

Typical amplitude DF algorithms uses

3
RMS error [ o]

Amplitude Comparison: Installed
performance degradation

3.5

V-pol
H-pol
Total

2.5
2
1.5
1

Gaussian pattern assumption and or

0.5

calibration
lib ti

0

Gaussian patterns

Free space

Installed

Beamwidth, squint, polarization differences cause a
reduction of DF accuracy

Unequal V/H
performance
G
Gaussian
i patterns
tt

“F
“Free
space”” measurement:
t spiral
i l

I t ll d performance
Installed
f

DIRECTION FINDING:
Amplitude Comparison: Reduction of platform
effect
Helicopter, distributed amplitude comparison DF
0.7 – 6, 6 – 18 GHz spirals in package
P k
Package
d
designed
i
d tto give
i optimum
ti
performance and reduce effect of platform
by using electromagnetic absorbers and
clever radome design.

DIRECTION FINDING:
Example in literature
Info from Generation of calibration tables for direction finding Antennas using FEKO by A
B lli
Bellion,
C lle M
Meins,
i
A JJulien-Vergonjanne
li V
j
and
dTM
Monédière
édiè presented
t d att ACES 2008
Actual antennas
FEKO model
RMS error
performance

Calibration tables at 300 MHz, left measured, right simulated

Calibration tables at 884 MHz, left measured, right simulated

CONCLUSION
EM simulation can benefit the design of EW systems
Electromagnetic simulations provides fast, multiple
repetitions, cost effective and highly accurate results
Electromagnetic
El
t
ti simulation
i l ti can reveall problematic
bl
ti
installations, and be used to determine optimum placement
on platforms
Electromagnetic simulation can be used in the generation
of calibration tables to improve DF performance by taking
into account platform effects
Closer cooperation with the antenna/EM experts can be
beneficial to the system designer/integrator
Improvements in computational resources and EM
methods allows the accurate simulation of increasingly
complex problems

CAPABILITY COLLAGE

